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Abstract

This document defines an information model and a YANG data model for

the Security Controller-Facing Interface between two security

controllers in an Interface to Network Security Functions (I2NSF)

framework located in different Domains. This interface is used for

the exchange of IPsec flow protection to protect the IP

Communication between two Network Security Functions (NSFs) in

cross-domain environments. The YANG data model in this document is

built on the basis of the YANG data model for IPsec flow protection

based on Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
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1. Introduction

Interface to Network Security Functions (I2NSF) defines a framework

and its interfaces for the security management and monitoring of

Network Security Functions (NSFs) for security services. [RFC8329].

To support multiple security services for a traffic flow with

multiple NSFs, a Service Function Chaining (SFC) [RFC7665] can be

used. In SFC, the integrity and confidentiality of security services

between the NSFs must be guaranteed. [RFC9061] protects the flow

between NSFs under the control of the same I2NSF security

controller. The security controller is in charge of generating,

managing and distributing the IPsec Security Associations. This

document describes the flow protection and key management process

(i.e., IKE case and IKE-less case) between two NSFs within the
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coverage of I2NSF managed by one security controller, i.e., within

one I2NSF domain (e.g., an autonomous system (AS)).

However, recently, as described in [I-D.ietf-bess-bgp-sdwan-usage],

multiple Software-Defined WANs (SD-WANs) scenarios demand a

centralized way of flow protection using IPsec between SD-WAN

peers(NSFs). In the scenarios, some SD-WAN peers that are located in

different spaces (virtual or physical) are connected only by

untrusted public networks.

Therefore, to ensure secure communication between NSFs located in

different SD-WANs over untrusted public networks, flow protection is

required. Additionally, an interface for exchanging information

(e.g., security policies and IPsec parameters) between different SD-

WANs is necessary.

In response to these requirements, I2NSF needs to extend by using 

[RFC9061]. The I2NSF security controller needs to extend to

centrally manage multiple I2NSFs that are located in different

domains, and needs to extend to exchange information between two

I2NSFs located in two different domains.

To extend I2NSF, a centralized point that can manage multiple I2NSF

domains is needed. It is necessary to introduce a new interface for

centralized management and exchanging information between NSFs

located in different I2NSF domains, i.e., a cross-domain environment

with multiple ASes.

Therefore, this document proposes an information model and a YANG

data model for a Security Controller-Facing Interface (SFI) for

exchanging information (e.g., security policies and IPsec

parameters) between security controllers. This interface performs

the exchange of a security policy and provides flow protection among

NSFs located in cross-domain environments. This document suggests

two scenarios of configuration between peer-to-peer security

controller cases (see Section 5.1.) and configuration in

hierarchical security controller cases (see Section 5.2.).

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",

"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and

"OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in

BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all

capitals, as shown here.

I2NSF Domain: An area that an I2NSF security controller can manage.
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Security Contorller-Facing Interface (SFI): An interface for the

exchange of information between two security controllers located in

two different I2NSF domains.

3. I2NSF Cross Domain IPsec Management Description

Figure 1: I2NSF Framework for Cross-Domain IPsec Flow Protection

Figure 1 show the conceptual architecture of I2NSF framework for

Cross-Domain IPsec flow protection. As shown in Figure 1, the two

I2NSF security controllers located in different I2NSF domains, i.e.,

I2NSF Domains A and B. In one domain, the security controller only

can manage NSFs registered by the Developer's Management System

(DMS). Therefore, the security controller is not aware of the

existence of NSFs in other domains. To enable communication between

NSFs located in different I2NSF domains, each with its own security

controller, a security controller can be used as an intermediary.

The two security controllers in different domains MUST have a secure

and trusted connection; the setup of this connection is out of the

scope of this document. Through this secure connection, the security

controllers can exchange the IPsec parameters using SFI and

configure the NSFs located in different I2NSF domains so that they

can establish IPsec SAs to protect data traffic between them.

4. Information Model for Security Controller-Facing Interface

In [RFC9061], the I2NSF security controller enables the key

management for flow protection between NSFs in the I2NSF domain that

it manages. Therefore, this section introduces the information model

for exchanging information in different domains using Security

¶

          I2NSF Domain A                            I2NSF Domain B

+--------------------------------+         +-------------------------------+

|         +-------------+        |         |         +-------------+       |

|         |   Security  | Security Controller-Facing |   Security  |       |

|         | Controller A|<-------------------------->| Controller B|       |

|         |             |        |Interface|         |             |       |

|         +------+------+        |         |         +------+------+       |

|                ^               |         |                ^              |

|                |               |         |                |              |

|      +---------+------+        |         |       +--------+-------+      |

|      |                |        |         |       |                |      |

|      v                v        |         |       v                v      |

|  +---+---+        +---+---+    |  IPsec  |   +---+---+        +---+---+  |

|  | NSF-1 |        | NSF-2 |==================| NSF-3 |        | NSF-4 |  |

|  +---+---+        +---+---+    |         |   +---+---+        +---+---+  |

+--------------------------------+         +-------------------------------+
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Controller-Facing Interface (called SFI) between I2NSF Security

Controllers to provide flow protection between NSFs existing in

different I2NSF domains.

Figure 2: Diagram for Security Controller-Facing Interface

Figure 2 shows the high-level concept of SFI to deliver cross-domain

flow protection for IPsec. Information that can be delivered through

SFI is as follows:

Low-level Security Policy : A low-level security policy to

configure NSFs located in a cross-domain environment. The low-

level security policy means the translated security policy that

the security administrator wants to configure, such as blocking

the SNS website, and flow protection between NSFs A and B. The

security controller can deliver the low-level security policy to

the security controllers other I2NSF domains through SFI. After

receiving the security policy, the security controller can

deliver the security policy to the target NSFs via the NSF-Facing

Interface [I-D.ietf-i2nsf-nsf-facing-interface-dm].

IPsec Parameters: Parameters required to establish IPsec Security

Associations (SAs) [RFC9061]. To establish IPsec SAs with NSFs

located in a different domain, the security controller MUST be

able to securely exchange the necessary parameters for those SAs.

¶

          +-----------------+

          |    Security     |

          |Controller-Facing|

          |    Interface    |

          +--------+--------+

                   ^

                   |

                   |

          +--------+--------+

          |                 |

  +------+------+    +-----+------+

  |  Low-level  |    |            |

  |  Security   |    |    IPsec   |

  |   Policy    |    | Parameters |

  +-------------+    +------------+
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5. Use Cases for the Security Controller-Facing Interface in Cross-

Domain Environments

5.1. Peer-to-Peer Use Case for the Security Controller-Facing

Interface in Cross-Domain Environments

Figure 3: Use Case of the Peer-to-Peer Security Controllers

Figure 3 shows the peer-to-peer security controller use case's

message sequence between entities in multiple domains. In this use

case, an I2NSF A's administrator requests a security service that

cannot address by only the NSFs located in their own I2NSF domain.

The security controller A can request to cooperate with a trusted

peer security controller B in a different I2NSF domain for the

required security service. In this scenario, it is assumed that the

secure connection between the two security controllers is already

set up. The detailed sequence is as follows:

I2NSF A's administrator requests a security service that cannot

be addressed by only the NSFs located in their own I2NSF

domain.

                 1.Security Policy

                         |

+------+          +------V-----+           +------------+        +------+

| NSF1 |          |  Security  |           |  Security  |        | NSF2 |

|      |          |Controller A|           |Controller B|        |      |

+--+---+          +------+-----+           +------+-----+        +-----++

   |                     | 2.Deliver translated   |                     |

   |                     |   Security Policy      |                     |

   |                     |----------------------->|                     |

   |                     |     3. Reply OK        |                     |

   |                     |<-----------------------|4. Deliver Translated|

   |                     |                        |    Security Policy  |

   |5.Deliver translated |                        |-------------------->|

   |   Security Policy   |                        |                     |

   |<--------------------|                        |     6. Reply OK     |

   |     7. Reply OK     |                        |<--------------------|

   |-------------------->|                        |                     |

   |                    8.IPsec Parameter Negotiation                   |

   |<--------------------|<---------------------->|-------------------->|

   |                     |                        |                     |

   |                     |                        |                     |

   |              9.Service Function Chaining with IPsec SAs            |

   |<==================================================================>|
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Security Controller A delivers the security policy for NSF2

through SFI to Security Controller B in a cross-domain

environment.

If Security Controller B can handle the received security

policy, reply OK message to Security Controller A.

Security Controller B delivers the security policy to NSF2 for

checking that NSF2 can be configured by the sent policy.

Security Controller A deliver the translated security policy

for NSF1.

If NSF2 can handle the received security policy, it replies OK

message to Security Controller B.

If NSF1 can handle the received security policy, it replies OK

message to Security Controller A.

NSF1 and NSF2 negotiate IPsec parameters through Security

Controller A and Security Controller B.

NSF1 and NSF2 establish IPsec SAs using the received IPsec

parameters and provide the requested security service to the

user through SFC.

5.2. Hierarchical Use Cases for the Security Controller-Facing

Interface in Cross-Domain Environments
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Figure 4: Use Case of the Hierarchical Distribution Security

Controllers

Figure 4 shows a message sequence between entities in multiple

domains with a primary Security Controller. The primary Security

Controller can act as a centralized controller. The primary Security

Controller between secondary Security Controllers has a secure

connection in advance. How to establish this secure connection is

out of the scope of this document. Using this secure connection, the

primary Security Controller collects all of the secondary Security

Controller's information via SFI. In this usecase, when the

administrator of an I2NSF A requests a security service that is not

available in its own I2NSF domain, then the secondary Security

Controller A, with the help of the primary Security Controller, can

          1.Security Policy

                  |

+------+    +-----V------+   +------------+   +------------+    +------+

|      |    |  Secondary |   |   Primary  |   |  Secondary |    |      |

| NSF1 |    |  Security  |   |  Security  |   |  Security  |    | NSF2 |

|      |    |Controller A|   | Controller |   |Controller B|    |      |

++-----+    +-----+------+   +-----+------+   +-----+------+    +-----++

 |                |  2.Deliver     |                |                 |

 |                |  translated    |                |                 |

 |                | Security Policy|                |                 |

 |                |--------------->|                |                 |

 |                |                |  4.Deliver     |                 |

 |                | 3. Reply OK    |   translated   |                 |

 |  5.Deliver     |<---------------|Security Policy |                 |

 |  translated    |                |--------------->|   6.Deliver     |

 | Security Policy|                |                |   translated    |

 |<---------------|                |                |Security Policy  |

 |                |                |                |---------------->|

 |  8. Reply OK   |                |                |   7. Reply OK   |

 |--------------->|                |                |<----------------|

 |                |                |   9. Reply OK  |                 |

 |                |  10. Reply OK >|<---------------|                 |

 |                |--------------->|                |                 |

 |                |  11.IPsec Parameter Negotiation |                 |

 |<---------------|<------------------------------->|---------------->|

 |                |                |                |                 |

 |                |                |                |                 |

 |<==================================================================>|

               12.Service Function Chaining with IPsec SAs



collaborate with a trusted peer Security Controller B from a

different I2NSF domain to obtain the required security service. The

detailed sequence is as follows:

I2NSF A's administrator requests a security service that cannot

be addressed only by the NSFs located in its own I2NSF domain.

The secondary Security Controller A delivers the translated

security policy through SFI to the primary Security Controller.

If the primary Security Controller knows which secondary

Security Controller can handle the delivered security policy,

the primary Security Controller sends an OK message to Security

Controller A.

The primary Security Controller delivers the received security

policy to the secondary Security Controller that can provide

the requested security services, i.e., the secondary Security

Controller B.

The secondary Security Controller A delivers the translated

security policy to NSF1 via NFI.

The secondary Security Controller B delivers the received

security policy to NSF2 via NFI.

If NSF2 can handle the received security policy, it replies OK

message to the secondary Security Controller B.

If NSF1 can handle the received security policy, it replies OK

message to the secondary Security Controller A.

The secondary Security Controller B delivers NSF2's reply OK

message to the primary Security Controller.

The secondary Security Controller A delivers NSF1's reply OK

message to the primary Security Controller.

Security Controller A and Security Controller B negotiate IPsec

parameters through the primary Security Controller.

NSF1 and NSF2 establish IPsec SAs using the received IPsec

parameters and provide the requested security service to the

user through SFC.

6. YANG Data Model for Security Controller-Facing Interface

TBD
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[I-D.ietf-i2nsf-nsf-facing-interface-dm]

7. IANA Considerations

This document does not require any IANA actions.

8. Security Considerations

The same security considerations for the I2NSF framework [RFC8329]

are applicable to this document.
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